SOUTH AMERICA: 2019

TRIP NOTES

Chilean Fjords Expedition

31 MAR 2019 – 13 APR 2019

13 NIGHTS / 14 DAYS

STARTS USHUAIA

DISCOVER THE DRAMATIC FJORDS,
GLACIERS & PEAKS OF SOUTHERN CHILE
The vast Patagonian ice-sheet that straddles the Andes mountains in South
America is the third largest ice-mass on the planet, after Antarctica and the
Greenland icecap. It is a remnant of the Earth’s most recent ice age and
dominates the landscape, ecology and geology of Patagonia. Immense glacial
systems cut through towering mountains as they move inexorably towards the
sea. Take a look at any map of the region and this action becomes immediately
apparent, in the maze of fjords and islands that make up one of the planet’s
last great remaining wilderness regions. Ancient boreal forests also tell a story
of an evolving planet and the supercontinent of Gondwanaland. They are home
to several species of flora only found in South America, New Zealand, and
Australia’s most southerly state, Tasmania.
Commencing in Ushuaia, we make our way north through a vast network of
deep fjords and channels, occasionally venturing out to the Pacific Ocean
as we navigate towards Valparaiso – Chile’s historic deep-sea port. We
explore our surroundings by Zodiac boat, approaching huge glaciers and
observing resident and migratory wildlife and birdlife. On shore, we enjoy
hikes of varying durations to outstanding viewpoints, in the company of
expert guides. In addition, visits to small coastal communities showcase
the unique way of life of the hardy local inhabitants – telling a story of both
indigenous and European settlement. It is hard to think of a more remote,
pristine location and we’ll discover it all in the comfort of one of the world’s
most capable expedition ships, RCGS Resolute.

Expedition Highlights
› Learn about the environment, glacial systems, history and ecology from experts
› Visit historic sites, local communities and experience rural Chilean culture
› Experience some of the most remote and pristine wilderness areas on Earth
› Observe resident and migrating wildlife on shore, in Zodiacs and from the ship

ON THIS TRIP
Zodiac excursions
Onshore hiking options
Wildlife observation
Photographer in Residence
Sea kayaking available
Whale watching
Educational presentations
Active Cruising & Wellness

IMPORTANT VOYAGE LOGISTICS
This trip commences in Ushuaia (Argentina). We
strongly recommend you plan to arrive at least one
day prior to the voyage departure. Ushuaia is an
interesting town and having a ‘buffer’ will ensure
you do not miss embarkation.
Aboard our expedition ship – RCGS Resolute – we
then chart a course along the Beagle Channel
and enter the great fjord systems of Patagonia.
Our voyage ends with our arrival into Valparaiso
(Chile), where a transfer is provided from the ship
to the airport in Santiago, or to a central location
downtown. You may want to consider spending a
night in Valparaiso or Santiago after your voyage;
if not, please ensure your flight out of Santiago
departs in the afternoon.
Full joining and departure instructions will be
provided in your final travel documentation, but if
you have any queries please ask us.

YOUR DAY-BY-DAY EXPEDITION ITINERARY
DAY 1 / USHUAIA (ARGENTINA)
(SUNDAY, 31 MARCH 2019)
Our journey through Chile’s spectacular fjord region commences
this afternoon in Ushuaia (Argentina). We gather at our central
meeting point then transfer to the pier for embarkation.
Excitement is in the air as we enjoy a welcome cocktail and
dinner before casting off, bound for the stunning landscapes of
Patagonia, rugged coastal Chile and historic city of Valparaiso.

the continent. This is our opportunity to enter the normally
impenetrable Magellanic southern beech forests. A hiking
trail follows the shoreline, passing shell middens left by the
indigenous Kawéskar people, leading from Aguila Bay, a site
of an important whaling station over a century ago. Wildlife
watchers will appreciate the variety of forest birds, and the
viewpoint above the bay where dolphins are often observed
swimming in the kelp beds below.
DAY 5 / INSIDE PASSAGE TO PUERTO NATALES

DAY 2 / GARIBALDI FJORD AND ALBERTO DE AGOSTINI
NATIONAL PARK
During the night we have sailed in a westerly direction
along the Beagle Channel, which separates Argentina from
neighbouring Chile. Resident wildlife in the Beagle Channel
includes the South American sea lion and several species of
birds, including Magellanic penguins and albatross. We make
our way into Alberto de Agostini National Park, designated as
a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve due to its large tracts of ancient
sub-Antarctic forest systems. Naturalists believe these forests
started growing around 10,000 years ago. We awaken to the
stunning view of the Pia Glacier. After breakfast, conditions
permitting, we head to shore for the first time, with the option
of taking a short but steep hike up to a panoramic view of the
glacier.

DAY 3 / ALBERTO DE AGOSTINI NATIONAL PARK,
DAINELLI AND SERRANO GLACIERS
Sailing through the night, by morning we have rounded the
western tip of the great isle of Tierra del Fuego. We take in
views of the ice-capped peaks of the Darwin Range as we
enter remote D’Agostini Sound. Here, the Dainelli and Serrano
Glaciers, along with several others, cascade into the sea.
Our captain will assess current ice and weather conditions to
determine where we can land to explore from shore.
DAY 4 / MAGELLAN STRAIT AND CABO SAN ISIDRO
We arrive at Cabo San Isidro, on the north shore of the
Magellan Strait, and site of the southernmost lighthouse on

Today we look forward to an exciting day of navigation as we
cruise through the maze of channels that form Chile’s Inside
Passage, as we make our way northward towards Puerto
Natales. Enjoy the views of forested mountains, snow-capped
peaks, waterfalls and glaciers that continue for mile after
mile from the comforts of the observation lounge or ship’s
outer decks. Be sure to take part in our onboard talks and
discussions with our expert guides, covering a wide variety of
subjects including history, wildlife, geology and glaciology as
well as photography.
DAY 6 / TORRES DEL PAINE NATIONAL PARK
For many, today will be one of the highlights of the trip as
we head ashore for a full-day excursion to Torres del Paine
National Park. This iconic location boasts some of the most
stunning mountain scenery in the world, with the celebrated
'towers' (from which the park gets its name) looming above
the surrounding plateau and glacier-fed lake systems. Powerful
waterfalls surge through narrow channels between the lakes,
and there are some excellent short hikes to lookouts and
viewpoints, providing jaw-dropping views of the immense
massif. The guanaco (a wild ancestor of the llama) is resident in
the park and can be found in sizeable numbers grazing on the
native grasses.
DAY 7 / MONTAÑAS FJORD AND BERNAL GLACIER
Departing Puerto Natales by night, we position ourselves north
of the Kirke Channel, waiting for optimal conditions to make our
way through this narrow and spectacular channel. While we wait,
we may be treated to the sight of Andean Condors. Following our

pass through the Kirke Channel we head north into the steepsided Montañas Fjord, where we stop at the Bernal Glacier for an
up close view. After an exhilarating day, we return to the ship for
dinner.
DAY 8 / PEEL FJORD - ASIA AND AMALIA GLACIERS
In a trip full of superlatives and highlights, today may well be
near the top. Navigating into Peel Fjord, we make our way
towards the impressive glaciers of this region. If you’re on
the outer decks for a morning coffee or photography session
you may hear what sounds to be thunder - a noise stemming
from glacier movement and breakage known as calving. After
breakfast we’ll make our way onto the water where, from the
low vantage point of our Zodiacs or Kayaks, the sheer scale of
the glacier faces is an experience you won’t forget. Be on the
lookout for wildlife such as South American Sea Lions, Rock
Cormorants, and Andean Condors.
DAY 9 / WELLINGTON ISLAND AND PUERTO EDEN
We awaken off the shores of Wellington Island, alongside one
of the most isolated inhabited places in the world. The tiny
indigenous village of Puerto Edén is home to the last remaining
Kawéskar people. A visit to shore allows us to explore the
village and to purchase local handicrafts, including models of
bark canoes reflecting the Kawéskar’s paddling heritage. In the
afternoon, we sail north along Messier Channel, now leaving the
Patagonian fjords to voyage over the open sea, rounding the
Taitao Peninsula by night.
DAY 10 / CHONOS ARCHIPELAGO & GUAMBLIN ISLAND
Sailing through the Chonos Archipelago, a patchwork of
windswept islands named for the canoeing people who once
made their home here, we stop at Guamblin Island. This
forested and hilly island, once inhabited by the Chono people,
is now a remote and infrequently visited National Park, hosting
breeding colonies of several species of sea birds as well as
sea lions. These waters are also home to a recently discovered
population of blue whales - the largest species ever to have
existed on our planet - which are often spotted within 100
metres of the shores at this time of the year.
DAY 11 / CASTRO AND CHILOÉ ISLAND
We have moved to milder climes and are now in position close
to the town of Castro – the provincial capital of the island of
Chiloé. The town was founded in 1567 and is the third oldest
city in Chile. Today it is known for its elaborate churches,
made entirely of wood, which have earned it a designation

as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. We make our way ashore
and are immediately struck by the colourful houses built on
stilts around the harbour. Known as ‘palafitos’, they are simple
homes built by local fisherman. The local markets are a highlight
and showcase some of the most impressive crafts and textiles
in the country. Reboarding the ship in the afternoon, we hug the
coastline, hoping to see the snow-capped summits of the many
active volcanoes that characterize this region.
DAY 12 / COASTAL CRUISING AND NIEBLA
Located at the mouth of the Valdivia River, Niebla is an intriguing
coastal town with rich history. Inhabited for centuries by the
indigenous Mapuche tribe, Europeans first discovered it in the
mid-15th century. Take in the historical remains of Fuerte de
Niebla – part of an important fort system established by the
conquering Spanish army to protect the estuary of the Valdivia
River. Present culture can be experienced at the folk market
where local dishes are plentiful and artisan stalls are found.
Should we be lucky, we may be delighted by a performance of
jazz music or dancing during our visit. To unwind before the day
is done, stroll along one of the outstanding beaches and enjoy
the sand, cliffs, and rock formations that scatter the coastline.
DAY 13 / COASTAL CRUISING TOWARDS VALPARAISO
As we make our way towards the historic port of Valparaiso, the
educational presentations continue and we enjoy an entertaining
voyage recap by our Expedition Leader. Join our photography
expert in the multimedia room, where you can download and/
or back up your precious images. Or spend time outside on the
observation decks, in our spacious lounges or on the bridge. It’s
a fitting time to reflect on a wonderful expedition. This evening
we enjoy a special dinner attended by the Captain of the ship.
DAY 14 / VALPARAISO, CHILE (SATURDAY, 13 APRIL 2019)
This morning we arrive at Valparaiso, the principal deep
water port for Santiago, around 100 kilometres inland from
the coast. After breakfast it is time to say farewell to your
crew and fellow travellers as we disembark RCGS Resolute.
A transfer to downtown Santiago, via Santiago Airport, is
provided for all guests, however Valparaiso is well worth a day
or two of exploration if your schedule allows. Ride the historic
funicular railways that still operate around the city and enjoy
the bohemian atmosphere. Or spend some time exploring the
celebrated Casablanca wine region located nearby.

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE: Why not combine Antarctica with our Chilean Fjord Expedition? Visit the white continent on a 10-night voyage
prior to the Chilean Fjords Expedition, creating what may be the world's greatest small-ship journey. Ask your booking agent for more details.

YOUR EXPEDITION INCLUDES:
Comprehensive pre-voyage information package
including details to help you prepare for your voyage

The right gear for your trip – included

Transfers from a central meeting point in Ushuaia on
Day 1 and from Valparaiso to Santiago airport (or a
downtown location) at the conclusion of your voyage
on Day 14
Shipboard accommodation in your selected cabin
category with daily housekeeping. Cabins feature
outside views with windows or portholes
All breakfasts, lunches and dinners on board
throughout your voyage with daily afternoon tea
24-hour tea, coffee, hot chocolate in bar/lounge plus
in-cabin tea and coffee making facilities

When you travel with One Ocean Expeditions, you
have the use of an expedition gear package free of
charge. Containing around $US900 worth of essential
equipment, this kit includes a quality waterproof/
windproof jacket and bib-pants plus insulated rubber
boots designed for extended walking. We also include
a set of binoculars and a Nordic trekking pole for use
when on shore. A waterproof backpack completes
your package. This kit saves you buying expensive
clothing and equipment you may only ever use once.
It also eliminates the need to carry such cumbersome
gear to the ship (total weight around 8kg/17lbs).

Experienced Expedition Leader and professional
expedition team of marine biologists, naturalists,
historians, adventure guides and photographers
Daily off-ship excursions by Zodiac boat breaking into
small groups for shore landings
Guided hikes and walks on shore of various durations
for guests of all abilities
Visits to wildlife colonies, historic sites, places of
outstanding natural beauty and community visits
Educational presentations and talks by experts in their
field (ie. marine biologists, naturalists, glaciologists,
historians etc). Onboard or on shore
Resident photography guide available to assist
all guests plus access to computers in the
multimedia lab for image downloads, file back up and
management
An emergency trained medical physician onboard
every voyage
Dedicated hospitality team including Hotel Manager,
professional chefs, professional bar staff and
Adventure Concierge staff
Onboard sauna, swimming pool, Jacuzzi and
fitness centre including massage options (charge
applies for massage and treatments)
Sea Kayaking program available (additional charge of
$495pp) – must be reserved at the time of booking
your voyage and you must have some prior paddling
experience
Access to well stocked library full of reference books
End of voyage video, photos and take home USB
Port fees and all permits to access visited areas

The Expedition does not include:
›

Any international or local airfare unless otherwise
specified in the voyage itinerary

›

Visa and passport expenses

›

Pre or post-cruise hotel accommodation unless
otherwise specified in the itinerary (or pre-arranged)

›

Pre or post-cruise transfers unless otherwise specified
in the itinerary (or pre-arranged)

›

Personal expenses on board such as bar charges or
laundry expenses

›

Telecommunication charges (ie. email, satellite
phone)

›

Baggage, cancellation or medical travel insurance
related expenses (travel insurance is mandatory on all
voyages)

›

A voluntary gratuity at the end of the voyage for
expedition staff and ship crew (suggested amount –
$US12-15 per day)

THE RIGHT SHIP = THE BEST EXPERIENCE

RCGS Resolute

RCGS Resolute offers exceptional onboard facilities and provides
an ideal platform for expedition cruising. Outstanding observation
areas both inside and from the outer decks allow you to be
completely absorbed by the coastal landscapes along the way.
Our priority is to craft specially designed itineraries that provide you
with maximum time in the pristine locations we visit. The vessel
has capacity of just 146 guests and we are able to achieve our
daily goals by breaking into small, special interest groups. There
are hiking options onshore, observing wildlife in close proximity,
visits to historic sites, and we enjoy outstanding wilderness
areas. Cruising in the Zodiacs photographing the landscapes,
or observing marine life is a highlight for many. For the more
adventurous, sea kayaking is another memorable experience. To
learn more about this exceptional vessel, request a copy of the
Ship Fact Sheet containing detailed technical specifications and
additional information about cabins, amenities and inclusions.

BEFORE YOU BOOK – IMPORTANT VOYAGE DETAILS
COMPREHENSIVE PRE-VOYAGE INFORMATION
Upon receipt of your deposit and booking forms, a detailed
booklet will be sent to you providing additional information to
help you prepare for your voyage. This resource is full of useful
facts and covers practicalities such as suggested clothing, life on
board the ship, wildlife, geography and history as well as details
about the activities available throughout your voyage. Information
regarding passports and visas, budgeting, as well as travel
insurance requirements are also found in this helpful document.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
On all One Ocean Expeditions’ voyages, you must have
comprehensive travel insurance. Your booking agent can
recommend a policy designed to cover participants on these
voyages. Your policy must provide coverage for your medical
costs in case of hospitalization, emergency travel and repatriation.

Please check the terms of your policy carefully, particularly with
regard to limits of cover. Also ensure you are familiar with the
procedure for making claims. Once you have paid your deposit
or full payment, certain fees will apply if you have to cancel your
holiday (see the cancellation provisions in our booking terms and
conditions). For this reason you should take out travel insurance
at the time of paying your deposit, which should then protect
you in such a situation. You will be required to send us travel
insurance policy details prior to your voyage.

PASSPORTS AND VISAS
You will need a valid passport with you throughout the journey.
Some nationalities will be required to pay a ‘reciprocity fee’ for
entering Argentina and/or Chile. It is important that your passport
is valid for at least six months AFTER the expected finish date of
your voyage.
SEA KAYAKING
The sea kayaking program is directed at any passenger with
an adventurous spirit and some prior paddling experience. This
option MUST be reserved at the time of booking and attracts an
additional charge of $US495 per participant. You can not book
sea kayaking on board the ship. You will need to complete a
special questionnaire outlining your previous kayaking experience.
Ask your agent, or our office for a copy of this document if you
are interested in joining the sea kayaking program.
THE ONE CLUB – EXPEDITION ALUMNI
Come as a passenger, leave as a friend. Once you
have experienced one voyage with us, it’s likely you
will want to experience another. Your commitment to
travel with us, is rewarded with our commitment to you,
our valued guest. As members of the One Club Expedition
Alumni, your loyalty is rewarded with a range of great travel
benefits when you return for your next voyage — no matter the
destination. Ask your booking agent for details.

IMPORTANT: The information provided here is given in good faith and has been compiled with all reasonable care. However, some of the information may
become out of date. Please keep this in mind and check with us if you want to be sure about anything. The document was correct at time of printing. If you
have any queries, please contact your voyage booking agent or our office. We are here to help you.

THE ONE OCEAN STORY. PART OF YOUR EXPERIENCE.

Supporting Science and Research
One Ocean Expeditions collaborates
with various research partners, who
are executing important and relevant
projects while on-board our expeditions.
These projects are funded and assisted
by the One Ocean Foundation and
our guests. Research may range from
collecting data for critical oceanographic
studies, to the tagging and tracking
of migrant whale populations for
universities and science institutions.

World Leading - the World Over
For several years One Ocean
Expeditions and The Royal Canadian
Geographical Society have maintained
a collaborative relationship grounded
in geographical education, exploration,
science, social and economic
community development, Canadian
national identity and experiential travel.
We are proud to be the exclusive marine
travel partner of The Royal Canadian
Geographical Society and affiliates.

The right team = exceptional service
You will come to appreciate the
dedication of our expedition team when
onboard the ship. The highest staff to
guest ratio in the industry (1:4) allows
you to experience the broadest range
of activities possible, catering to all
interests and abilities. We are committed
to providing exceptional service and
are renowned for our flexible, yet
professional approach and an ability to
'make things happen'.

INTERESTED IN THIS EXPERIENCE?
When choosing to travel with One Ocean Expeditions, we ensure your
experience from start to finish is straight forward and well organized.
Start by customizing your journey and mapping out the trip ahead.
If this sounds like the right trip for you, please discuss your ideas and plans with your preferred booking agent. They will
reserve a cabin for you on your chosen voyage. This provides time to book flights to the embarkation points of this voyage
and to plan other pre or post voyage travel requirements. Please remember that you will require comprehensive travel
insurance to join our voyages. This is best arranged at the time of booking. Following confirmation of your reservation, you
will need to complete a detailed One Ocean Expeditions Booking Package plus other pre voyage documentation to
accompany your deposit. At this point your voyage of discovery is underway.
Take advantage of our experience, which spans decades of expedition travel in the world's most remote regions.
Should you have any questions, we are here to help at any time.
YOUR NOTES:
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there is only one ocean
www.oneoceanexpeditions.com

